Roll-Up Signs - Options
DICKE
Standard Pockets

WEST

Additional Pocket Styles

Rectangular Pocket

Delta Pocket

Featuring a full depth
design, rectangular pockets
are typically used at the top
and bottom of the sign.
Made of tough polycarbonate, they will fit all pocket
style sign holders.

At 3/4" deep, the Delta
Pocket is designed to be
easier to deploy and
features a smaller
storage diameter than
conventional plastic
pockets. Made of tough
polycarbonate for increased
strength.

Buckle Pocket

EXCLUSIVE

Vinyl Rectangular Pocket

New and improved strength! The cloth pocket is sewn to
the sign face and is made
Plastic Buckle Pockets are
made of tough polycarbonate from nylon reinforced vinyl.
Vinyl pockets are flexible
material and are attached to
easy to use and allow for
the sign with elastic which
the smallest rolled up
keeps constant tension on
storage diameter.
the sign both in hot and cold
weather.

Vinyl Delta Pocket

The "Delta" style sewn
pocket allows for more
stitching for extra strength.
Vinyl pockets are flexible
and easy to use and allow
for the smallest rolled up
storage diameter.

DICKE
RUB3315

WEST

Mast Clamps for Roll-Up Signs

Roll-Up Sign Bracket (RUB3315)

Snap and lock design allows signs
without clamps to be mounted to
the vertical mast on full size stands.

EXCLUSIVE

Uni-Clamp

Dual-Clamp

Tri-Clamp

Allows the sign to be
affixed to various size square
and round masts.

Features openings for 1"
and 1-1/4" square masts.

Features dedicated openings
for 3/4" and 1" square as well
as 1" round masts.

Overlays
Standard Overlays

Most signs may have velcro added to
specific words allowing for multiple
messages to be displayed using a single
sign. Overlays are made from the same
material as the sign and come with velcro
strips on the back. Snap attachment is also
available on request.
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DICKE Safety Products

Dual Transition Symbol Sign Overlays

DICKE

WEST

EXCLUSIVE

1. Standard Removable Overlay

2. Permanent “Page Over” Overlay
(eliminates the risk of lost overlays)
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